***

CARD EXPLORER
150¤
The Card EXPLORER is valid 12 months since the
date of purchase and it allows the free entrance to all the activities
of MUBA for a child and an adult.
The Card is nominal for the child and transferable for the adult.

WHICH ARE THE BENEFITS FOR THE EXPLORERS?
Unlimited entrances: valid for a child and an adult, for all the activities of MUBA subject to
availability.
Card Amici del MUBA: available at the ticket office of MUBA the day of your first visit. On the
Card it is reported the Name and the Surname of the holder child. Using the Card EXPLORER you
can reserve the tickets for all the scheduled activities of the Museum in the section “BUY” on the
website www.muba.it, by entering the 16-digit seal code twice reported on the back of your Card.
Gadget: consigned at the ticket office of MUBA the day of your first visit.
Additional Card
The purchase of the ADDITIONAL Card is elective and it must be contextual to the payment of
the Card EXPLORER.
Card ADDITIONAL-ADULT: The Card EXPLORER ADDITIONAL-ADULT is transferable and it is
valid 12 months since the date of purchase. It allows the entrance to all the activities of MUBA for
an adult subject to availability. Using the Card EXPLORER ADDITIONAL-ADULT you can reserve
the tickets for all the scheduled activities of the Museum in the section “BUY” on the website
www.muba.it, by entering the 16-digit seal code once reported on the back of your Card.
Entitles all benefits reserved for the adult included in the Card EXPLORER except for the Gadget
which is exclusively linked to the main Card and not to a physical person.
The Card costs €50.
Card ADDITIONAL-CHILD: The Card EXPLORER ADDITIONAL-CHILD is nominal and it is valid
12 months since the date of purchase. It allows the entrance to all the activities of MUBA for an
adult subject to availability. Using the Card EXPLORER ADDITIONAL-CHILD you can reserve
the tickets for all the scheduled activities of the Museum in the section “BUY” on the website
www.muba.it, by entering the 16-digit seal code once reported on the back of your Card.
Entitles all benefits reserved for the child included in the Card EXPLORER except for the Gadget
which is exclusively linked to the main Card and not to a physical person.
The Card costs €60.
Communications
Dedicated Newsletter to EXPLORERS: sent periodically with all the communications about
the activities of the Museum.
Annual Report: document that describe and retrace the main landmarks in the MUBA’s life
during the previous year; an overview on all the activities realized by the Museum and on the
trend and evolution of the institution.

Discounts
Bookshop Rotonda Corraini: 10% discount on the Corraini titles and 5% discount on all the
other titles upon presentation of the Card.
Annual Events
REMIDA per i piccoli AMICI: a moment dedicated to children from 12 months to 5 years old in
a space thought and set up exclusively for them.
The date of the event will be communicated through the VISIONARY newsletter.
Cena per i grandi AMICI: an evening dedicated to children from 6 to 11 years old. The presence
of the adult is not required.
The date and the planning of the event will be communicated through the VISIONARY newsletter.
Reserved seat to the thematic conferences: possibility to reserve a seat for the thematic
conferences of MUBA upon telephonic booking at the number 02 43980402. The data and the
planning of the conferences will be communicated through the VISIONARY newsletter.
Agreements
Teatro Carcano | Season 2018-2019
FIXED-PLACE SUBSCRIPTION
10 SHOWS “POLTRONISSIMA” ¤190,00 (instead of ¤250,00)
Included shows: Bella figura; Alla mia età mi nascondo ancora per fumare; Moliére / Il misantropo;
Queen Lear; Il gabbiano; Le allegre comari di Windsor; Voci nel buio; Quartet; Alle 5 da me;
Parenti serpenti.
FREE-PLACE SUBSCRIPTION
SHOWS OF YOUR CHOICE “POLTRONISSIMA” 10 shows | 9 shows | 6 shows
¤200,00 | ¤180,00 | ¤120,00 (instead of €270,00 | €252,00 | €174,00)
CONTEMPORARY FREE-PLACE SUBSCRIPTION
5 SHOWS “POLTRONISSIMA” ¤82,50 (instead of €112,50)
Included shows: Alla mia età mi nascondo ancora per fumare; Queen Lear; Voci nel buio; Quartet;
Alle 5 da me.
DANCE FREE-PLACE SUBSCRIPTION
5 SHOWS “POLTRONISSIMA” ¤82,50 (instead of €112,50)
Included shows: Jack pazzia e amore; La bella addormentata (except the 31/12); Otello; Play;
Opera danza festival.
The free-place subscription are not valid for: Una serata pazzesca; Mistero Italia; Sul cammello e all’ombra
del bastone; Romanzi nel tempo; Fantadomeniche; Capitani coraggiosi; Riccardo III; La bella assormentata
(31/12); Decameron.

Musei Lombardia Milano Subscription
ADULTS MUSEUMS SUBSCRIPTION ¤40,00 (instead of €45,00)
Upon presentation of the Card Amici del MUBA.

